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**FLUTE**
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Sophia Nguyen*
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David Phung
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Antony Nguyen
Daniel Nguyen*
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Roger Trinh*
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Emily Ton
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Randy Nguyen*#
Anton Ta
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Chris Hein*#
Joseph Lopez*

**FRENCH HORN**
Nicki Doan
Salvador Sesmas*

**TRUMPET**
Fernando Cervantes
Jonathan Hoang
David Ngo*#
Kaycee Chang* Jimmy Pham#
Kendrick Nguyen
Jimmy Pham#
Sabrina Rosales*#

**TROMBONE**
Steven Dao
James Tran

**TROMBONE**
Johnson Bui
Vincent Hebble*
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* indicates officer
# indicates GGUSD Honor Band
La Quinta High School 2014 Spring Band Concert
Conducted by Mr. Richie Sebastian

CONCERT BAND (4th period)
- Festivo.................................................................Vaclav Nelhybel
- Music From Apollo 13..........................James Horner arr. John Moss
  (Main Title - End Credits - Re-Entry and Splashdown)
- Encanto...............................................................Robert W. Smith
- Disney Blockbusters............................................arr. John Higgins
  (Under the Sea - Beauty and the Beast - Be Our Guest - Friend Like
  Me - Whole New World)
- Balladair.........................................................Frank Erickson
- Cable at Night..................................................arr. Paul Jennings
  (I Love Lucy - Jeannie - The Munster’s Theme - Bewitched - Home
  to Emily)

DRUMLINE
- Waves..............................................Jonathan Zuniga and Mike McGee

SYMPHONIC BAND (1st period)
- Star Wars Episode 3 (Revenge of the Sith) John Williams arr. Story
  (Battle of the Heroes - A New Hope - Star Wars Main Title)
- A Copland Tribute.................................................Clare Grundman
- Who’s That Masked Man........................................arr. Jay Bocook
  (William Tell Overture - Spider Man - The Phantom of the Opera -
  The Glory Days - Zorro’s Theme)
- Legend of the Sword..............................................David Shaffer
- Aladdin..............................................................arr. John Moss
  (Arabian Nights - One Jump Ahead - Wedding Announcement - A
  Whole New World - Jafar’s Hour - Prince Ali - On A Dark Night -
  Friend Like Me - Happy Ending)

FLUTE
Nguyen Do
Gloria Huynh
Nikita Nunez*
Jerry Trieu
Nancy Vo

CONCERT BAND

ALTO
SAXOPHONE
Sadie Adams
Albert Hong
Sarah Medina
Ryan Nguyen
Vanessa Tran

BARITONE
SAXOPHONE

TENOR
SAXOPHONE

BASS CLARINET
Courtnea Taylor

PERCUSSION
Randy Nguyen#
Thu Nguyen
Timothy Nguyen
Brian Vo

CONDUCTED BY MR. RICHIE SEBASTIAN

* indicates officer
# indicates GGUSD Honor Band

DRUMLINE

FRONT ENSEMBLE

CLARINET
Megan Dinh
Javier Enriquez
Boi-Hao Huang
Marybeth Lai
Matthew Nguyen
Jonathan Tang

SYMPHONIC BAND

TROMBONE
James Pham
Peter Vu

TUBA
Alvin Bui
Jacob Ossamang

SAXOPHONE

BARITONE
SAXOPHONE

BASS CLARINET
Courtnea Taylor

SNARE DRUM
Vivienne Le*
Jetinny Ngo
Tony Nguyen

BASS DRUM
Sebastian Gonzales
Dustin Ho*
Jimmy Nguyen
Linh Ong
Melissa Vu*

TRUMPET
Quang Dang
Sarah Lam
Dung Nguyen
James Nguyen
Joseph Nguyen
Mikayla Reilly
Brittney Thibodeau

FRENCH HORN
Jimmy Nguyen
Salvador Sesmas*

TROMBONE
James Pham
Peter Vu

BARITONE

TENOR DRUM
Tony Phan
Jessica Vo*

CYMBALS
Jan Hong*
Buunghi Ly
Anton Ta

BASS DRUM
Sebastian Gonzales
Dustin Ho*
Jimmy Nguyen
Linh Ong
Melissa Vu*

FRONT ENSEMBLE

TENOR DRUM
Tony Phan
Jessica Vo*

Cymbals
Jan Hong*
Buunghi Ly
Anton Ta
Anthony Tran
Thuan Tran
Michelle Vu

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Brian Letu
Nicholas Ngo
Christopher Ngo
Tathanhlong
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